Libraries offer a diverse array of information resources-both in electronic and print formats. The challenge for libraries is to provide access to all of these resources in an integrated and userfriendly way. MAP (Millennium Access Plus) meets this challenge with three different parts: WebBridge, MetaFind, and Web Access Management. Together, these tools provide libraries with the ability to manage and control access to all of their information resources by providing smart linking, multi-protocol meta-searching, and authentication.
resources is configurable by the library; different looks can be offered to different groups within the library. Innovative Interfaces has partnered with MuseGlobal to power MetaFind.
Web Access Management is a solution for libraries wanting to provide remote patron verification to licensed databases. Web Access Management uses a proxy server to control access to licensed Web servers, providing access to these resources to valid patrons searching from home, from the office, or from anywhere in the world. With Web Access Management, MAP fully controls the access and authentication issues that are so important to libraries serving a geographically distributed user base.
WebBridge: Resource Linking
Web Bridge makes "bridges" between resources, linking them when and where they are needed. WebBridge works in two different ways. First, WebBridge suggests related links from a particular record in the Web OPAC or the Millennium Java-based staff modules. Second, WebBridge can accept incoming connections from a resource outside of the integrated library system and return an appropriate set of matches based on the information passed to the WebBridge server.
Linking from Resource to Resource
WebBridge uses both dynamic and contextual linking. Dynamic linking means that a link from a record in the catalog or other electronic resource (such as a fulltext database) is not a static URL, but uses logic that dynamically generates the URL. Instead of using a static link, the link is generated by the known search syntax of the resource. The key advantage to dynamic linking is that the URL is maintained in one central place, and needs to be updated only once rather than maintaining it in every record that has that particular link. It also means that a link can be formed with specific information that will be different depending on the user's search or metadata from the record.
With contextual linking, only certain resources are relevant to certain records. For instance, an aggregator that supplies the full text of a particular journal will be offered as a link only if the patron is looking at that particular journal record in the Web OPAC. In the same manner, a particular citation in an A&I database will offer a link only to a full-text resource if that resource provides the full text. The circumstances under which these related resources are offered are defined and maintained by the library. The relationships established behave like an automated reference interview that suggests related resources based on the patron's search or based on metadata from the record.
For example, a subject search under "neoplasms" may result in a list of related resources in the health sciences area such as CINAHL, Medline, a select number of medical library catalogs, as well as library-selected, high-quality medical Web sites. Another search in the Web OPAC resulting in The Poisonwood Bible by Barbara Kingsolver will result in a different list of related resources that might include the book jacket image, the Book Review Index, Amazon.com, and Contemporary Authors. These links are not created by static links in the record. Rather, the links are dynamically generated based on library-defined relationships.
Linking from resources other than the Web OPAC is also a component of WebBridge. For instance, a WebBridge link can be used to take a user from a citation database to the full-text or library holding of that article. A user starts a search in Sociological Abstracts, finds a citation that is relevant, and clicks on the WebBridge link. Based on an analysis of the information from the citation, WebBridge offers a number of related links. One is a direct link to Ebscohost's full-text version of the article, and another is a link to the library catalog holding indicating the availability of the print version of the journal.
WebBridge provides the ability to suggest related resources from a particular record in the Web OPAC, from the staff modules, or from other electronic resources such as a full-text index or an A&I resource. The list of resources is dynamically generated and resources are offered only if specific criteria are met based on elements from the metadata or the user's search.
Linking Initiatives
In order for linking to work across resources, there must be agreement between the various vendors on how this information should be transferred. Initiatives such as the OpenURL, the DOI, and CrossRef help to define how and what information should be transferred from resource to resource. The following is brief explanation of how WebBridge relates to these linking initiatives.
OpenURL is an emerging standard for transporting information within a URL to a '"resolution server" that can accept the URL syntax and provide context-sensitive services based on the information in the URL. The metadata in the URL describes the resource that is being requested. OpenURL is a standardized way to pass information in the URL between these different resources. Some common elements that are passed are ISSN/ISBN, title, volume/issue number, author, and date. When this OpenURL is passed to the resource, the resource can deliver the appropriate information--e.g., a link from Journal of Clinical Psychology in the WebOPAC will deliver information pointing to the full text of this journal in one of the library's licensed full-text collections. The OpenURL is currently under consideration by NISO (National Information Standards Organization) as a new standard. As with any new standard, Innovative is keeping a close watch on its development. 1 Other standards that are often mentioned in relation to linking functionality are the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) and CrossRef. The DOI is a persistent identifier of intellectual property and grew out of the content/publisher arena so that publishers and content owners could have control over the digital content. DOI does not define how the linking is done, but the DOI is an identifier for the object that is being accessed. DOI can work in conjunction with the OpenURL so that a DOI can be passed in a OpenURL. CrossRef is a collaborative reference linking service that uses the DOI as the primary identifier for linking between citation and full-text article at the appropriate publisher site. CrossRef allows a researcher to click on a reference citation in a journal and immediately access the cited article.
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WebBridge can work with the OpenURL, DOI, and CrossRef. It can pass OpenURLs to any resource and, if that resource is OpenURL-aware, that resource can provide context-sensitive information appropriate to the user. MAP can also pass a DOI to any resource when appropriate, whether it is transported in an OpenURL or by some other transport mechanism such as CrossRef. WebBridge's strength is that it works with any resource that has a predictable URL formation. This provides maximum flexibility as these new standards and initiatives are being developed.
MetaFind: Cross-Collection Searching
MetaFind is a one-stop search across a library's information resources. These resources can be licensed full-text or citation databases, Web sites, search engines, Z39.50 servers, library catalogs, local digital collections, and more. The choice of resources, layout, and display is configurable by the library, and an integrated result set provides a powerful searching tool for the library user. Innovative Interfaces has partnered with MuseGlobal to power MetaFind.
Trends in Meta-Searching
There is a vast amount of Internet content that is not accessible via the popular search engines. This has been termed the "deep Web" or "invisible Web". Popular search engines crawl the surface of Web sites and index this information, but they cannot reach the information that resides deep in databases. Statistics in the last year indicate that public information on the deep Web is currently 400-550 times larger than the surface World Wide Web. More than half of the deep Web resides in topic-specific databases. In a study done by Bright Planet, some of the largest databases, which are invisible to the surface Web, are Lexis-Nexis, Dialog, and ProQuest Direct. 3 Much of the information that libraries collect is in such databases; each database has storage and indexing mechanisms appropriate to its content. This information, which is largely inaccessible to search engines such as Yahoo, AltaVista, and Google, is also often the library's most valuable information and remains invisible to many of the library's users. MetaFind is a meta-search tool that is designed to search these deep information databases-whether they are licensed full-text content, local digital collections, or any other electronic resource.
Multi-Protocol Searching
The concept of a single search across all of a library's data sources is powerful. Initiatives such as Z39.50, a standard for search and retrieval, are well developed in the library community and provide the framework for accessing and searching information across dissimilar systems. 4 Not all resources, however, have a Z39.50 server. Because Z39.50 is largely a library standard, it is not prevalent outside of the library community and many of the key databases that make up a library collection are not accessible via Z39.50. MetaFind expands on Z39.50 searching. Instead of doing a single search across only Z39.50 servers, MetaFind supports multi-protocol searching including HTTP, Z39.50, and SQL access to resources. Therefore, the information may be housed in other databases, such as Access or Oracle, and may be accessible via a Web server as well as via a Z39.50 server.
MetaFind Features
MetaFind is a searching tool. It does not crawl Web sites and build huge local indexes. Instead, it is a meta-searching product that searches resources in real-time and delivers an integrated result set. No local indexes reside on the system and the information that is delivered is current at the time the search takes place. MetaFind includes a translator for every resource. This translator understands the search syntax of the target resource and can translate the results into a unified result set. Real-time searching uses the vocabulary and language of the resource to find the information that is relevant to the user's search term. This makes the information available in these deep databases up-front and accessible to the user.
MetaFind includes profiling that powerfully integrates a diversity of information resources. Data stores that have information in XML or other metadata formats such as EAD (Encoded Archival Description), Dublin Core, and TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) are all schemes that can be profiled and searched effectively using MetaFind. MetaFind uses XML and server-side Java to deliver integrated search results. The pages are delivered in dynamic HTML and viewed through a browser. MetaFind produces a single, merged, and de-duplicated result list. The various parameters that can be customized by the library are the page layout and style, the search options and search complexity, and the sources available to be searched. Incoming records are usually formatted in a minimal Dublin Core based display.
With MetaFind, the arrangement and grouping of databases is completely at the library's discretion. Different search options and parameters can be defined for different groups so that MetaFind can meet their specific needs. For instance, the resources can be grouped by library within a consortium if each of the libraries has different subscriptions. Maximum flexibility for the different needs of different libraries is a core design principle of MetaFind.
Web Access Management: Authentication
The third area of MAP is Web Access Management. Web Access Management controls remote access to information resources, whether they are local collections or licensed databases. Different access parameters can be established for each electronic resource and, depending on the privileges of a particular patron, access is either granted or denied. Consistent statistics from different information resources provide a mechanism for comparing use of electronic resources across platforms and vendors. Web Access Management is fully integrated with both MetaFind and WebBridge.
Innovative Interfaces has been offering Web Access Management as a stand-alone product for over three years; there are more than 300 libraries that use this product. Web Access Management is a simple and streamlined solution to managing authentication to a library's collection of electronic resources.
Proxy Servers
Most remote patron authentication products use a proxy to perform remote patron authentication. By transferring the user through a proxy, a valid user gains access to licensed information resources that otherwise would deny access to that user because she/he is coming from an unknown IP address.
Currently, Web Access Management uses an automatic proxy configuration file to perform remote patron authentication. This method has the advantage of being simple and works with a wide range of information resources; however it does require browser configuration. This method also has become increasingly problematic as a result of firewalls, ISPs that require their own automatic proxy configuration files, and proprietary browsers that do not allow for a proxy setup.
Innovative Interfaces is currently working on a new method of remote patron authentication, often referred to as a rewriting or pass-through proxies. 5 The new method will still use a proxy, but instead of the browser specifying the proxy, the URL itself will redirect the user through the proxy and rewrite the pages as they are transferred between the destination resource and the user. The biggest advantage to this method is that library users do not have to configure a proxy in their browser in order to use licensed library resources. This new method will also work better with the many different ISPs and proprietary browsers such as AOL.
With the two methods of providing remote patron authentication, the automatic proxy configuration file and the rewriting proxy, Web Access Management is a powerful tool to help libraries offer access to their resources to a global user base.
Tools for Digital Access
MAP provides libraries with the tools to give sophisticated, intuitive access to all of the library's information resources. With the three areas of linking, meta-searching, and authentication, MAP
